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not in all subjects. It is to be retained in the more difficult
subjects as preparation for seminar work. Third- and fourth-
year students work in seminars. The professor sets a number of
themes, suggesting the literature necessary. Each student
chooses his own and works on it for two or three months. He
first makes an oral report to his supervisor and then a written
report of the work he has done. The final papers in the last
year are for the diploma. Here again he must defend his thesis
publicly before a commission, including the Director of diploma
work, the Director of the Chair, etc.
First- and second-year students must attend lectures or group
work for five hours a day, third- and fourth-year students four
hours a day. A lecture lasts two academic hours. Tests are set
twice a year in two to four subjects, the papers for which are set
by the supervisor in charge. Students are informed of the
syllabus and of the literature on which the tests wiU be set.
Some preparation for the tests is done with the supervisor a few
days before. The students coine in groups of three or four to be
examined. Except in mathematics and Russian the examination
is oral. Each student has to answer at some length the question
put to him by the examiner. This is excellent training for speak-
ing and lecturing. They are marked " excellent," " good,"
" satisfactory," or " unsatisfactory." A student who receives
two or more " unsatisfactory " marks is informed that he is not
likely to benefit from a continued stay in the academy and is
sent down. This is not serious for the student economically, as
there is no likelihood of his being unemployed. In 1933 about
nineteen students were sent down from the academy.
The hours of work and pay for the academy staff were laid
down in its statutes. A professor must give one lecture a w^ek*
at the very least one in two weeks. His pay is SOOroubJ^amc^itiL
The Director of a Chair gets anything from 100 to 30$ wofafes m
month extra, For any lectures other than those stijHilatoi tm i$
paid at the rate of 15 roubles an hour. With soiBe pt^ssws an
institute w$I make special arrangements and pay at the wfce of
roubles a moath, .A.", assistant

